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input from the
Dear Residents,
Our Annual General Meeting (AGM) will be held on 26 May, 2021. The
AGM is the highest decision-making body of the estate. We request that
residents diarise this date, as the decisions taken will also be our roadmap
for the future of the estate.
With all the rain we’ve had, our Boulevard is green, and the autumn colours
add to the ambience there.
Quite a number of projects have been embarked upon within the estate over
the past two months (see elsewhere in the Newsletter).

Greta Bezuidenhout
Estate Manager
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Events
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING (AGM): 26 MAY 2021
Our AGM will be held at 19:00 on 26
May 2021. This year it will be a Virtual
AGM, so please diarise it your presence
is very important. If you cannot attend
the AGM, please fill in a proxy form at
the Estate Office.
It’s only through an involved
community that we can improve
on current levels of service and
development.
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING (AGENDA)
Please note that any business other
than that proposed for discussion

at the AGM should be tabled at the
estate office at least seven (7) working
days prior to the AGM. Members are
more than welcome to raise issues
of concern/interest. However, as the
outgoing board, we respectfully request
that such issues be placed on the
table prior to the evening of the AGM,
allowing for a prepared response to be
presented, if needed.
Any issues tabled on the night will be
noted and responded to by the new
board in due course, not on the night of
the Annual General Meeting.
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS
FOR GLEN ERASMIA
HOME OWNERS
ASSOCIATION (GEBHOA)
BOARD NOMINATIONS – 2021/2022
The Memorandum of Incorporation of Glen
Erasmia Boulevard NPC (the “Company”)
provides for a maximum of twenty (20) elected
board members, the number who were elected
at the time of the Annual General Meeting held
in May 2018. Of the 20 elected members, one
(1)) board member, Mrs Rechelle Wills, resigned
during the period under review.
Whilst it is important to ensure continuity of
management for the estate by nominated
board members making themselves
available for more than one year (to which

end a number of sitting board members have
again thrown their names into the hat for
nomination), the constitution of the next board
is the responsibility of the members through
an informed nomination process (for clarity
— the board is democratically elected by the
members attending the AGM). The outgoing
board encourages all members to give due
consideration to the possibility of serving on the
board, as new blood is always good.

Simply, this means that any persons nominated
must fall in line with the criteria set out in the
South African Companies Act.

So all members, either in person or by proxy, are
encouraged to apply their minds in nominating
members for the board, members who will act
in the best interests of the estate and all its
Members.

(7) A person is ineligible to be a director of a
company if the person
(a) is a juristic person;
(b) is an unemancipated minor, or is under a
similar legal disability; or
(c) does not satisfy any qualification set out in
the company’s Memorandum of Incorporation.
(8) A person is disqualified to be a director of a
company if,
(a) a court has prohibited that person to be
6

The criteria for being nominated for and
successfully elected as a board member for
the GEBHOA are aligned to South African legal
requirements for holding office as a director.

The following extract reflects criteria for which
directorship nominations cannot be accepted:
Extract from No. 71 of 2008: Companies
Act, 2008 — Section 69 — Ineligibility and
disqualification of persons to be a director or
prescribed office:
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a director or declared the person to be delinquent
in terms of section 162, or in terms of section 47
of the Close Corporations Act, 1984 (Act No. 69 of
1984); or (b) subject to subsections (9) to (12), the
person, (i) is an unrehabilitated insolvent;
(ii) is prohibited in terms of any public regulation
to be a director of the company;
(iii) has been removed from an office of trust, on
the grounds of misconduct involving dishonesty;
or (iv) has been convicted, in the Republic or
elsewhere, and imprisoned without the option of a
fine, or fined more than the prescribed amount, for
theft, fraud, forgery, perjury or an offence,
(aa) involving fraud, misrepresentation or
dishonesty; (bb) in connection with the promotion,
formation or management of a company, or
in connection with any act contemplated in
subsection (2) or (5); or (cc) under this Act, the
Insolvency Act, 1936 (Act No. 24 of 1936), the

Close Corporations Act, 1984, the Competition Act,
the Financial Intelligence Centre Act, 2001 (Act No.
38 of 2001), the Securities Services Act, 2004 (Act
No. 36 of 2004), or Chapter 2 of the Prevention and
Combating of Corruption Activities Act, 2004 (Act
No. 12 of 2004).
We have many excellent, qualified and able
members of the Glen Erasmia Boulevard Home
Owners Association who would be ideally
positioned to add value and we encourage those
interested to do just this. In terms of the portfolios,
the following must be filled:
1.1. Finance Portfolio
Persons with a financial management background
and/or who are a qualified CA. This is a critical
portfolio and will require dedicated focus at
month-end periods and requires availability to
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release payments as required. Appointees will
take ownership, along with the chairperson
and vice-chairperson, as signatories on the
company’s various bank accounts.
1.2. Internal Audit, Risk, and Governance
Portfolios
Persons with a governance/audit background to
deal with tasks as assigned.
1.3. Security Portfolio
Requires no security background other than a
commitment and drive to ensure the security
and safety of residents and estate property.
Requires weekly meeting availability to discuss
security-related matters.
1.4. Legal Portfolio
Requires a legal background, preferably a

practicing person, who will guide the board/
estate in dealing with all matters legal.
1.5. Human Resources Portfolio
Take ownership of all matters human
resources-related to the GEBHOA staff,
including appointments, salary management/
issues, disciplinary issues, etc.

communication, both within and external to the
Estate. This includes the website, compilation
of the newsletter, etc, as well as to participate
in the arrangement of the various social events
arranged by the estate for the benefit of all.

1.6. Maintenance Portfolio
Persons with a penchant for “DIY” and/or
engineering background to assist the estate
management with identifying maintenance
requirements and the sourcing of service
providers to effect maintenance where required.

1.8. Aesthetics and Gardens Portfolio
Persons with knowledge of local building
codes, the estate’s building rules and who are
willing to take ownership of the authorisation
of submitted building plans should put their
names forward. Further, individuals who are
passionate about the “look” of our estate, from
both garden layout to building aesthetics, are
needed.

1.7. Communication and Social Portfolio
Persons with good communication skills,
who are willing to represent the estate in all

1.9. Chairperson/Vice-Chairperson
In addition to the above, the position of
chairperson and vice-chairperson are key
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roles. These roles can be fulfilled by
individuals participating in any of the
above portfolios. These functional
roles are essentially responsible for
the “face” of the company/estate
and should be prepared to deal with
issues of conflict both within the
board construct, resident issues
(sometimes resulting in conflict) and
external engagements to the estate,
i.e. municipal engagements and
representation at the Association of
Residential Communities (ARC), of
which the Glen Erasmia Boulevard
Home Owners Association is a member.
1.10.
Conclusion
The management of the estate is
paramount for the security, financial

health, quality of life and peace of
mind of all members. To facilitate
this, the estate functions as a fullyfledged business, albeit a not-forprofit business. This requires a
competent management team to fulfil
the above requirements. The estate’s
Memorandum of Incorporation provides
for a maximum of 20 Directors to be
elected and the nomination of new
board members is actively encouraged.
There is always a need to inject
new talent/”new blood”, skill and
commitment. So, those members who
feel they can make a difference should
put their names forward for nomination
to the board — the estate needs you!
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Estate News

AESTHETICS OF THE ESTATE
The aesthetics of each property as visible from
the street, is being reviewed again. The annual
survey was last completed during April 2019
and will also be contained in the AG M Pack.
A special request to all residents is to pay
attention to the appearance of pavements as
weeds are creeping out everywhere.
TENANTS
You’re not letting us know who is moving into
your house. This is potentially dangerous from
a security viewpoint and embarrassing when we
have no clue that a new resident is moving in.
Very simply, we need a visit to the office and a
copy of the lease and, to those of you who haven’t
provided either/or, we’d love to see you. If you are
moving within the estate, please let the office also

know, as there are several details that need to be
changed when people are moving around.
SPEEDING IN THE ESTATE
We encourage residents who observe
transgressions to report these in writing to the
estate office, noting the date, time, particulars
of the vehicle, etc. Should the CCTV system
be in a position to determine the validity of the
reported transgression, the requisite sanction
will be applied. All residents are reminded that
any visitor using the roads within the estate
are subject to the same rules and sanctions as
the resident her-/himself. Should a visitor be
observed transgressing, the resident to whom
the visitor is travelling will be sanctioned.
To reiterate, safety is the primary concern of
the board and the same should apply to every

resident/road user within the estate. Whilst the
estate management is unable to police the road
network, we will endeavour through the methods
noted above to manage the situation.
The Ekurhuleni Metro Police, without any prior
warning, is conducting spot checks at
estates on any given day, at any time.
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Winter Specials

Get Winter ready, with 15% off
your vita-mmune immune boosting
IV drip.
The Mean Amino IV drip
providing a MEGA dose of
amino acids & vital nutrients for
only R400 and get a FREE 30mi n
neck & back massage.
Buy any 2 treatments and get a
3rd for FREE.

Book a NEW set of classic or
volume lashes and get your fill
absolutely FREE!

CONTACT US
010 880 6328 | 010 591 4408

11 Witgatboom Avenue, Glen Marais,
Kempton Park

info@infusionrevolution.co.za

Indulge in an IV treatment session and have
your beauty treatment while you drip!
R1200 for the package below and get R150 off your
next full body massage!
Package Includes:
- Thalgo Marin Facial
- Vita-Glow IV Drip
- Full Body Massage

Available Treatments
IV TREATMENTS
- Ozone IV Therapy

- Vitamin IV Therapy
- IV Boosters

BEAUTY TREATMENTS
- Classic & Volume Lashes
- LPG Treatments
- Botox Treatments | Dr Scott
- Hand and Foot Massages
- Half | Full Body | Couples Massages
- Eyebrow Waxing & Tint

@INFUSIONREVOLUTION

- Gel Toes

@INFUSIONSA

- Medi-Heel Peel Treatment

EMERGENCY CONTACT DETAILS FOR SECURITY
SECURITY (First Call)
Response Vehicle: 083 778 9217
SECURITY MANAGER (Second Call)
Wickes Pretorius: 072 933 8513
OFFICE CALLS ACCEPTED ONLY DURING OFFICE HOURS
(07:00 – 15:30)
011 972 3864
ESTATE MANAGER
Greta Bezuidenhout: 083 700 8631
WATER AND SEWERAGE COMPLAINTS
086 0544 3000 / 011 999 3901
Obtain a reference number and WhatsApp the
Estate Manager
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Collection of Refuse for APRIL AND MAY
2021
MONDAYS

05th, 12th, 19th, 26th (April 2021)
3rd, 10th, 17th, 24th, 31st (May 2021)
Refuse will always be removed except when a
Monday falls on Christmas Day.
LEVIES: R 1 425.00 per month. Account enquiries can
be directed to martin@mcadmin.co.za or phone MC
admin at 011 394 9625 | The CSOS fee is R18.50.

Please note that refuse must be put out in
a municipal wheelie bin on the morning of
collection.
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General

Estate Matters

• All contractors and service providers are required to
access the estate through the Top Gate, Mondays to
Fridays only. Access will only be given over weekends
for emergencies, such as burst water pipes and
electrical issues, etc.
• Each homeowner and resident are requested to
please take care of their gardens and keep them nice
and tidy. Unkempt gardens detract from the beauty of
our estate.
• We urge all residents to be vigilant and safetyconscious, both inside and outside the estate.
• Please ensure that Covid-19 rules are adhered to,

especially on the Boulevard - wear your masks and
keep a social distance.
• Please note that we have a paper and glass container
at the Top Gate for the convenience of residents.
• Just to emphasize….we do have some “Advertising
Boxes” at both of our exit gates available for R15000/gate for a week (Mon – Sun). Any residents/
service providers are welcome to phone the estate
office to arrange for that or to enquire on dates
available. Please note that one box per gate is
designated for such pamphlets (size A5). Cash
payment to be done at the estate office prior to the
week booked. No payment…no advertising.
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Maintenance
Due to all projects that were put on hold during
2020, because of the Covid-19 pandemic, the
board of directors has given permission to
embark on some urgent maintenance in and
around the Boulevard.
In this regard the following was done:
• Six jungle-gyms were replaced and additional
swings were installed with them.
• Renovations were done at the Post Box area,
as well as urgent repairs done to some of
the tar roads within the estate by means of
Patching and Resin Modified Seal (RMS).

OF THE ESTATE

• Six trees were removed at the Bottom Gate (on
both sides) and the walkway to the Bottom
Gate turnstile has been repaired.
• A basket and netball post was installed during
March 2021. This already seems to be very
popular with the estate’s children.
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April Flower
OF THE MONTH
April’s birth flower is the Daisy, which conveys innocence,
loyal love and purity. It is also a flower given between friends
to keep a secret — the daisy means “I’ll never tell.”

The other flower for
April is the Sweet Pea.
Sweet peas signify
blissful pleasure, but
are also used to say
good-bye.
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CITY of
Ekurhuleni
App
The City of Ekurhuleni has announced that
it has developed another technologically
advanced customer interface platform in
the form of an improved services app that
boasts new functionalities that add to the
old My Ekurhuleni App launched in 2018.
The new mobile app, named My COE App,
replaces My Ekurhuleni App.
The new App’s functionalities include traffic
information and 24-hour municipal services
news. Residents can log queries and monitor
them through the app at a touch of a button.

Benefits of the
CoE App
You can log a call and receive a reference
number within seconds.
You can track the turn-around time of the
call logged.
The App is interlinked to the City’s online
payment system, Siyakhokha, which can be
used to view, manage and pay municipal
accounts conveniently.
The My CoE App is downloadable from
the Play/App stores. Should residents
experience any problems in downloading or
navigating the new App, they can contact
the City on 011 999 5102

You do not have to waste time by trying to
get assistance from the Call Centre.
You can add photos of the issue (water
meter, burst pipe, electricity, etc.) when
logging a complaint/call.
Feel free to contact or visit the office for
any assistance 011 972-3864
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Thank You
For keeping the trees growing strong, steady and enjoying them we are proud of this as that makes Glen Erasmia Boulevard
such a beautiful place to live in…
For always putting garbage out on the collection days…
For always keeping your pet dog safely behind locked gates…
For being sensitive about the continuous barking of dogs...
For maintaining gardens, making it aesthetically pleasing at all times…
For keeping the Boulevard tidy and not throwing rubbish around…
For driving slowly, taking the children and pedestrians into consideration…
Thank you for treating the guards with respect and motivating them to
deliver better and friendly service to all…
To all residents that pay their levies on time, thank you very
much as this maintains the Estate…
To be part of our big family is to take each other into
consideration at all times…
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If you would like to market your business in
The Glen Erasmia Digimag please give me
a call on 081 491 2110 or pop me a
mail on savannah@fabmags.co.za
Savannah Greyvenstein
DIGISALES

Many a small thing has been made large by the right kind of advertising.”- Mark Twain
C ON T A C T M E F O R A F UL L LIS T O F O T HE R E S T A T E S A ND R A T E C A R D S

Your Partner in ISO Management Software
Still Managing your HSEQ Management
System manually? Struggling to remember
all inspections, audits, actions,
non-conformances, documents due for
revisions, employee training due, supplier
audits due and communicating/distributing
of new documents to all departments and
sites.
Migrate to ISO-Ofﬁce today and take full
control of your HSEQ Management system.
AFFORDABLE, TRANSPARENT,
USER-FRIENDLY
ISO-Ofﬁce, the Benchmark in Simplicity

Iso Management Software

www.iso-ofﬁce.co.za
sales@iso-ofﬁce.co.za

COMPLIANCE SIMPLIFIED

